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1 - A echidna and robots

(Lorane, a purple three tailes kitzune has growed up and is now 15 and has her life on his own.
no one has realy cared abuot her, exept Tails. but that is the way she likes it. the town is full of
people but no one has time to talk to Lorane. maybe cause it's only 3 weeks to christmas. the
snow is convering the town like a sea of feathers, it's sparking like small diamonds and it's all
just beautyful.)

Lorane: *looks around and sees a boy not so far away*

(The boy is white as the snow and his eyes is blue as the sea. it's a echidna boy in the same age
as her.)

Echidna boy: *walks to Lorane* Hi...why are you looking at me like that?

Lorane: well....I...I...I didn't mean to, i just looked around and...Well i dunno...who are you anyway?

Echidna boy: My name is Kyle, the son of Knuckles and Rouge. who are you?

Lorane: my name is Lorane, the daughter of Blaze and the new keeper of the sol emeralds. my dad is
not so importent...i don't rememer him anyway.

Kyle: well...i think i have to go...i have presents to buy....bye *walks away*



Lorane: Nice guy...*turns around*

(Just when Lorane turns around a hand full of snow hits her face.)

Lorane: Who did that?! * takes away the snow from her face*

(Suddenly some one is laughing. Lorane looks around and sees some kids. they
are laughing and looks at Lorane.)

Lorane: YOU ARE SO DEAD! *runs to the kids*

kid 1: oh oh...not good.

Kid 2: you think?

kid 1 and 2: RUN! *runs away*

Lorane: COME BACK HERE! *runs after the kids.

(Lorane didn't found the kids so she turned just walked away. but suddenly something covers
the sky, everything turns black and dark, a strange buzzing noise is coming from above, and
when Lorane looks up she can see a army of robots coming down, so she runs and hides on the
first place she sees and bites her toung to shut up, she can see the robots walking around on the
street, people are running around and sreams, then she sees him, Kyle is fighting whit two
robots.)  

Lorane: he will never make it alone, I have to help him!*Runs to Kyle and the Robot*



Kyle: *looks back and sees Lorane* What are you doing?!

Lorane: I'm helping you! whad does it look like?!

Kyle: Are you crazy! it will kill you?!

Lorane: lets se it then! *jumps up in the air and lands on the top of the robot's head*

Kyle: What are you trying to do?! kill your self?

Lorane: just wait and see!

Robot: *picks up a laser gun and shoots*

Lorane: *jumps down from the robot so the laser hits the robots head*

Kyle: I can't beleve you made it!

Lorane: hehe *blushes* i have practised a bit.

(Suddenly 2 more robots comes up behind Kyle and Lorane and catshes them. Lorane and Kyle
are trying to get away and screams to the robots to let go but the robots didn't listen. they just
walked away whit them.

Kyle: *punshes the robot as hard as he can and the robot drops him* loser! *stands in front of the robot
and grabs the laser gun*

Robot: * swings his sword and hits Kyle in his face*

Lorane: KYLE! Are you hurt?!

Kyle: i'm fine. we haven't started yet. *smiles and shoots both of the robots so they falls to the ground*



Lorane: that was close. *looks at Kyle* you have blood all over your face!

Kyle: you think so? *washes his face whit snow* better now?

Lorane: doesn't it hurt?

Kyle: not now...*looks around and sees the robot has dicapeared* they are gone....

Lorane: strange....

Kyle: yeah...but i don't think we have seen the last of them...i have to go now...see ya later

Lorane: bye.

(What is this all aboute? where did the robots come from? and where did they go? well find out
in the next chapter.)



2 - a message

´(well Lorane as still thinking aboute what hapend the last day. where did the robots come from? and
why? did some one send them? then who? and where did they go? all this questions is floating around
in her mind and messes it up. Lorane can't think clear.)

Lorane: If the robots come here for no reason why did they eaven come here at the first place?! I'm so
confused! *slams her head in to a wall* well...i don't think that is making anything better...*walks to the
window and looks out*

(a small spot is apearing on the sky and it's just getting closer and closer.

Lorane: what the....

Bokkun: HI!

Lorane: *screams and hides*

Bokkun: that wasn't realy nice...here i come whit a message to the little lady from a Miles Prower. and
you screams an hides.

Lorane: a message?! from Tails?! *runs to Bokkun*

Bokkun: *gives Lorane a yellow tv and Tails apears on the screen*

Tails: Lorane! sorry i haven't sended something before but Me, Sonic, Knuckles and the others are
captured on " Space colony ARK" we needs you! you are the only one who can save us. Eggman has us
captured here. he sended his robots yesterday to get you here.please save us! they have nearly killd
Cream already! You can use my ship it is.....

(bfore Tails has telled where the ship was the tv exploded.)

Lorane: TAILS! NO! COME BACK!

Bokkun: *laughes and flyes away*

Lorane: I have to find Tails ship and save them!

(Lorane serched every where after the ship but she culdn't find it.it was nowhere.)

Lorane: I give up! it's nowhere! i can't find it!

Kyle: find what?



Lorane: I have to find a ship so i can travel to "the ARK" but i can't find it, and if i don't find it all my
friends will die and...and...I'll never see them again. It's Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, Rouge, Shadow, Cream
and the others. they are trapt on "the ARK" and they will die if I don't save them.*starts to cry*

Kyle: mom...dad...*cryes a little* I will help you find the ship. i promis.

Lorane: you promis? *looks at Kyle whit tears in her eyes*

Kyle: yes...i promis, and I won't give up until the others are safe here on mobius again.

Lorane: Thank you. *hugs Kyle*

(They started looking for the ship every where but they culdn't find it. they looked in Tails
workshop, in the garage, in Tails house, in Loranes house, yeah every where. but they culdn't
find it.

Lorane: We will never find it!

Kyle: yes we will!

Lorane: no we won't! it's over!

Kyle: Stop that Lorane we will find the ship! I just know it! we have to!

Lorane: We will never find it! *sits down on a stone*

Kyle: Lorane what are you siting on?

Lorane: huh?

Kyle: stand up lorane!

Lorane: *stands up*

(Kyle moves some sticks, rocks, buggs and a lot more and there was...)

Kyle: THE SHIP! we found it!

Lorane: now we just have to fix it! then we can save the others!

Kyle: I'll start to fix the ship at once!

Lorane: I'll help you.

(they started the work on the ship they worked whit it a very long time, they fixed the wings, the
motor, they fixed fuel and filledd the weapons whit amo and at least they were finished.



Lorane: we maded it...It's done!

Kyle: we are going to save the others!

(Lorane and Kyle was so happy to be finnished whit the ship so they didn't see the small figgure
in the shadows. it was watching them. and on a big screen some one more were watching
them...but who....wait until the newt chapter to find out



3 - Problems ahead!

(Lorane and Kyle has traveled around in space looking for "the ARK in a hour now, whitout finding
anything. but soon something hited the ship.)

Lorane:what was that?! *looks around*

Kyle: I don't know but i nothing seams to hapened....

computer: motor one twenty five procent stability.

Lorane: oh oh....not good.

Kyle: it's ok we can make it whit the other two motors.

computer:Warning! warning! motor two no stability, motor one no stability!

Lorane: can we make it whit one motor?

Kyle: maybe...look! *points* it's "the ARK"! we maybe bill make it!

(suddenly something hits the ship again. it was a lightning! and then, the whole ship stopt.)

Computer: warning! warning! no stability! i repeat no stability!

Lorane: NO! we was so close!

Kyle: we will make it! *presses a button and the ship starts moving*

Lorane: We are moving! we will make it!

???????: * stands on the ship and looks at Lorane and Kyle*

Lorane: who is that?

Kyle: I don't know...

(it was a black hedgehog boy whit black eyes, he looked like to be older than Lorane and Kyle
and a orange and yellow hedgehog apears beside him.) 

???????: what brings you here?

Kyle: we are on a mission.



???????: what is your names?

Kyle´: my name is Kyle and this is Lorane *points at lorane* who are you?

???????: my name is Magneto. and this is my brother Thunder. *points at the ornange and yellow
hedgehog*

Lorane: did you attack us?

Thunder: we tryed to comunicate whit you but we culdn't get any contact whit ya...

Kyle: THAT'S NO REASON TO ATTACK US!

Magneto: What else culd we do?

Kyle: all of our friends are trapt on "Space colony ARK"! and now thanx to you they will die!

Thunder: oh...

Magneto: maybe i can help. *puts his hand on the ship and it starts moving again*

Lorane: we are on our way again!

( Kyle, Lorane, Magneto and Thunder are on their way to "the ARK" again and now when they are
four it will be better, whit Tunder's and magnetos powers they will save the others in no time! but
nothing is safe here, and if something wents wrong the hope is out, cause in space no one can
hear you scream for help. what will hapend next? find out in the next chapter! )



4 - Traped!

(Lorane, Magneto, Kyle and Thunder has been searching for the others in a while now. But they just
can’t find them.)

Lorane: where are they? We have ben looking for hours.

Magneto: erhm…no…not eaven a hour. Only a half…

Lorane: same thing!

Thunder: can you two just shut up? My ears are falling off!

Kyle: shut up all of you! Do you want to get caught?

Lorane, Magneto ant Thunder: sorry…

( they keeps looking after the others and Magneto, Lorane and Thunder didn’t say a word to
each other. And suddenly they heard something slam and a male voice yelling) 

Lorane: what was that?

Kyle: I dunno… maybe if we follows it we will find the others.

Magneto: great idea.

 ( they followed the sound until thy comed to a door. And the yelling and slamming was so loud
that what ever it was I had to be on the other side of that door)

Lorane: *trying to open the door.* it’s locked…

Magneto: wait a sec… come here Thunder. * puts his hands on the door*

Thunder: *puts his hands on the door*

 ( the door opens and a blue male hedgehog whit red stripes falls out. He looks at Lorane,
Thunder, Kyle and Magneto for a while but soon he is on his feet)

The blue hedgehog: who are you? Where do you come from? Why are you here? And no lies!

Lorane: we…we…

Magneto: we are on a missinon here to save some people. My name is Magneto. This is Lorane,
Thunder and Kyle. Who are you?



The blue hedgehog: my name is Speedy. The hedgehog. So you are looking for some friends…

Lorane: yes….

Speedy: *laughes a little* and you think they are alive?

Lorane: yes I do, any problems whit that?

Speedy: maybe…maybe not…

Lorane: well… are you coming whit us?

Speedy: hm…well…you look like you could need some help….i’m coming whit you…

Lorane: perfect. *smiles a bit*

 (they continued their search whit out find anything. Lorane started to think about how risky it is
to be this many persons, and how Speedy come in to that room…and then they heard footsteps)

Lorane: now what are we going too do? *gets a bit panic*

Kyle: the only thing we can do.

Magneto: and what is that?

Kyle: RUN!

 (They started to run. Soon they heard voices behind them shouting, the footsteps camed closer
and closer. And they runed faster. After running in a minute that fealt like a hour the footsteps
dicapeared. )

Lorane: that was close.

Thunder: too close.

Magneto: yeah…we better be more careful now.

?????: you shuld have thinked about that earlier.

( Lorane was just about to turn around and see who had talked but before she culd think some
thing hited her head and she fainted and felld to the ground. What is going to happen next? Is
this the end of this adventure? Well find out in the next chapter!) 



5 - Shadow's answer

( Lorane wakes up, it’s dark and cold in the room, she can only see ten figures. She recognises one of
them. It’s Tails, sitting in a corner. She was just about running to him but something holds her back. She
can feel something on her wrists and ankles, chains… she was in a dungeon, unable to get out.)

Lorane: *cries* it’s over…we will all die...

Tails: Lorane? Is it realy you? *comes so close to Lorane as possible*

Lorane: Tails…are you ok?

Tails: yes…I’m ok…I’m a bit worried about Cream…

Lorane: is…she still alive.

Tails: yes…at the moment….

Lorane: what have they done to her?

Tails: we don’t know…some times Eggman just comes and gets her…and when they come back she is
almost dead…he has done the same whit Rouge and Knuckles…but they are just fine…

Lorane: oh…How can he be so heart less?!

Tails: yeah…and it has hapend a lot more…

Lorane: ah…now I remember…how did you get her at the first place?

Tails: well…we was in town and suddenly Eggman’s robots attacked us. We couldn’t do anything….we
could only fight as good as we could, but they was too strong, and too many. They caught us and took
us here. It was terrible. They was too strong even for Shadow to defeat.

Lorane: even too strong for Shadow?! That was unbelievable… were is Shadow anyway?

Tails: he is over there*points*, Eggman didn’t want him to be in the same dungeon as we are…

Lorane:*whispers* oh…does he still think he can get Shadow back to his side?

Tails:*whispers* I don’t know…

Shadow: I can hear you…



Lorane: oh…sorry…

Shadow: it’s ok…I didn’t realy care anyway….

Tails: ok…

Magneto: *wakes up* wha…where am i?

Lorane and Tails: in Egg man’s dungeon…

Magneto: ah…I see…not so bad….

Lorane: what do you mean whit “not so bad”?

Magneto: well….it culd have been wors…

Lorane: never ever say, I’t culd have been wors!

Magneto: Sorry…

(every one wakes up, eaven Cream. They are talking about a way to get out from the dungeon
then they can hear footsteps outside. The door opens and Eggman is outside.
Eggman: Welcome to my dungeon Thunder, Magneto, Kyle and Lorane. Nice too have you here.

Lorane: let us out from here!

Eggman: sorry but I can impossible do that.

Lorane: and why not egg head?!

Eggman: it would be too risky, you could ruin my whole plan.*laughs*

Lorane: You damn idiot!! If I wasn’t locked up I would have killd you!

Shadow: *looks at Lorane and Eggman* huh?

Eggman: *laughs and walks to Shadow* are you shore you aren’t going to join my side?

Shadow: I wuldn’t join you even if I would die if I didn’t.

Eggman: *picks up a little robot from his pocket* well…if that is what you want…then you donn’t mind if I
let this little critter be on your head for a while. *puts down the robot on Shadow’s head*

Robot: *gives Shadow a electric shock*

Shadow: *screams in pain*



Eggman: do you want to join my side now?

Shadow: N…never.

Eggman: wrong answer.

Robot: *gives Shadow a new electro shock and worse this time*

Shadow: *screams again and faints*

Lorane: SHADOW! WAKE UP!

Eggman: *looks at Lorane* do you really care about him that much?

Lorane: yes I do.

Tails: Lorane, just shut up.

Eggman: let the girl speak Tails.

Lorane: If you hurt anyone of my friends again…

Eggman: then what? Are you going to kill me? *laughs and walks away*

Lorane: *tries to run too Shadow but the chains stops her* Shadow wake up! Please wake up!

Sonic: it’s no use, he won’t wake up in a while…

Kyle: Sonic is right…he is knocked out in at least a hour or so…

Rouge: yeah…that electricity was enough to make a elephant to pass out…

Knuckles: We have to get out from here! *punches the wall until it breaks* wops…

Tails: Knuckles! You are a genius! If you keeps doing like that we will be out from here in no time!

Knuckles: Right *punches the wall again and soon there is a big hole in it*

Lorane: Great! Now we only have to get the chains of and get out Shadow and then we can go home!

Speedy: that won’t be so easy! *points*

 (what is it Speedy is pointing at? What will happen to Shadow? Will Cream survive? Find out in
the next chapter!)



6 - Transformation

(what now?! Shadow is passed out!Cream is almost dead! our heroes are trapt on "the ARK"! Speedy is
pointing at something but what? well you will find out now! Dun dun duuuuun!)

Lorane: *looks at the semblance who has glownig red eyes* who are you?!

semblance: some prisoners? *smiles*

Kyle: who are you and what do you want?!

semblance: well, i'm just a person who is looking after the chaosemeralds. *walks out from the shadows*
My name is Anique, who are you?

Kyle: I'm Kyle.

Lorane: my name is Lorane.

Magneto: I'm called Magneto.

Thunder: I'm Thunder. stay back or you will be sorry!

Speedy: I'm Speedy the hedgehog! you is going to wish you never comed here! *runs to Anique*

Anique: *laughes* Patethic tillte Hedgehog. *grabbs Speedys arm and slams him i to a wall*

Lorane: Speedy! *runs to Speedy* Are you hurt?

Speedy: Im just a little dizzy.

Anique: It was your own fault.

Speedy: just Shut the fu....

Lorane: Speedy!

Speedy: sorry....

Anique: *Laughes* you...you are taking orders from a girl! *laughes*

Speedy: You are so dead! *runs to Anique and holds him down on the floor*

Anique: *grabs Speedy's trout*



Speedy: I...I...I can't....breat.

Anique: that is the meaning whit it!

Lorane: you two stop it now!

Anique: Shut up!

Magneto: *runs to Speedy and Anique and holds them apart* Shut it donw you two!

Speedy: *takes a deap breath* he started it!

Anique: I didn't! you attacked me!

Speedy: Yeah! after you said mean things too me!

Anique: You coward! what are you going too do? tell your little mommy?! *smiles evil*

Magneto: STOP IT OR I'LL PERSONALY RIP YOU TWO IN HALF!

Speedy and Anique: *compleatly quiet*

Magneto: Thank you.

Lorane: HEY GUYS! Something is hapening whit Thunder!

(every one looked back and saw Thunder. he was standing on his hands and knees, a mane
growed out from his head, his hands and feet turned in to paws, his tail growed longer and his
ears did get another shape.

Lorane: What is hapenong to him?!

Magneto: *drops Anique and Speedy so they falls to the ground* he is transformating.

Rouge: to what?

Magneto: to a hedgion or what they are called....

Thunder: *finishes the transformation* well...maybe this can help....

Anique: *giggles*

Thunder: *looks at Anique* What is so funny?!

Anique: you...you...you looks so... *giggles*

Thunder: *runs to Anique* I look what?! *shows his teeth*



Anique: you...you looks gorgeous! you shuld keep that it's way cool.

Thunder: thank you. *walks away from Anique*

Speedy: what now?

Tails: I don't know....

Shadow:...we...we can take...the back door.

Lorane: Shadow! you are alive!

Shadow: yes...at the moment...

Sonic: what do you mean?

Shadow: I...i don't know...how long...i can take this. my whole boddy hurt...i can't think clear...eaven my
quills hurt.

Knuckles: Come on Shadow! you can take this! you are strong!

Shadow: *smiles a little* maybe...maybe not.

Sonic: there are no maybe not! you will make it!

Anique: what the...Shadow?

Shadow: Anique?

Anique: you owe me a fight! the first one to die looses!

Shadow: not now Anique. I'm too tired.

Anique: coward....

Shadow: I wuld axept the chalange if wearent hurt!

Anique: yeah...shour...not...

Amy: Can we focus on escaping now?!

every one: Right.

(ebery one gets their chains of and crawls out from the hole in the wall. they helps Shadow to
escape too. they runs around and looks for the back door.



Lorane: There it is! *points at the door*

Knuckles: *holds Cream in his arms* did you hear that Cream? we will make it.

Cream: mmm.*presses her face close to Knuckles chest and a tear is falling down from her eye*

Sonic: *thinks* come on Cream, Don't give up.

Shadow: *falls down on the floor*

Sonic: Shadow? are you ok?

Shadow: yes. *stands up again*

Thunder: jump up on my back, i'll carry you.

Shadow:*jumps up on Thunder's back* thanx.

Tails: *hears some one running behind them and looks back* Eggman's robots!

Knuckles: *looks back* oh no! Run faster!

(every one started to run faster and when they comed to the door they swing opened it and runed
to the ship. Magneto jumped up on the ships and puted his hand on it, when every one were in
the ship they started to fly away.)

Tails: we did it...WE DID IT! I CAN'T BELEVE WE MAKED IT OUT ALIVE! *hugs and kisses Lorane*

Lorane: *hugs and kisses Tails* we maked it sweety, we will survive.

Knuckles: yeah...but i'm not shure all of us will...

Sonic: *looks at Cream* come on Cream, wake up.

Thunder: will she survive?

Kyle: Shure she will, isn't it so dad? *looks at Knuckles*

Knuckles: *looks at Kyle whit a sad look in his eyes*

Kyle: mom? *looks at Rouge*

Rouge: I don't know hunny.*hugs Kyle*

Cream: *coughes* I want my mom. *cries*

Knuckles: *hugs Cream* you will soon meet her, be strong Cream.



Cream: Knuckles. *hugs Knuckles*

Rouge: Cream, there are some one who wants too met you.

Cream: who? *looks around*

Cheese: Chao! *flyes to Cream*

Cream: Cheese! you are here! you are realy here!

Sonic: maybe she will survive after all. *smiles*

Knuckles: yeah, tha little chao maked her feel better.

Rouge: it will be so wonderful to come back to our planet again.

Tails: yeah. i have missed it and it will be nice to have food.

Thunder: *transforms back to a hedgehog* food? did some one say food? i'm starving!

Speedy: Food! GIMMI GIMMI!

Lorane: you have to wait until we arives to Mobius again.

Thunder and Speedy: awwwwwwwwwww!

every one else: *laughs*
(thanx to Cheese Cream feelt a bit stronger, Shadow sleeped the most of the way home, but
when they went back to Mobius a terrible suprise was waithing for them. Nearly everything was
distroyed, the trees was dead, the snow was so deep so they had to stand on their toes to see
something and it was a snow storm. that is normal you maybe are thinkning now, but the most
strange thing was, there were no people there, not a single one.talk about a terrible christmas,
then they culd hear a strange noise right over them, but what that was will you find out in the
next chapter)



7 - black arms

(our heroes has returned to mobius, but a terrible suprise was waiting, snow everywhere, noone was
there, not a single one. but everything just becomed worse, Eggman has folowed them. what will hapen
now?! well find out now!)

Tails: he has followed us!

Kyle: Run!

every one: *runs away to a little house*

Lorane: in here!

every one: *runs in to the house*

a girl voice: help me. please.

Lorane: huh? *looks and sees a rabit girl in a corner huging a chao*

Sonic: Flamie! *runs to the rabit* are you ok? where is Armi?

Flamie: they took her, The aliens we didn't have a chanse, i hided here and i heard the aliens go away
whit her.

Sonic: we have to save her.

Speedy: do you know her?

Anique: umm...a rabbit...erhm...

Thunder: erhm...yeah, any problems?

Anique: no, but where is the other one?

Thunder: who?

Anique: the black one...

Shadow: you have a point there...i can't see Magneto anywhere...

Thunder: Magneto!



Amy: No thunder. stay here.

Lorane: *hears something behind her* what the...*turns around and sees a white wolf like creature whit
red stripes* uh oh...

Anique: *look's at the creature* what is that?

Kyle: it's a dragonwolf...

the dragonwolf: who do you call it?

Lorane: you can talk?

the dragonwolf: yeah...suprised? my name is Kainou.

Lorane: ok, my name is...

Kainou: Lorane, you others are Sonic, Flamie, Rosie, Speedy, Anique, Thunder, Kyle, Rouge, Amy,
Knuckles, Shadow, Tails and Cream.

Shadow: how'd you know?

Kainou: not so hard to know...

(suddenly some one screams one female voice and one male voice)

Lorane: what was that?! *runs out from the house*

(Outside there was two robots, one was shooting after Magneto, he was bleeding from his mouth
and one of his arms, the other one was holding a Lynx girl, she was light blue whit dark blue
tuffts on her ears, she was all bloody her clothes was broken and some fur was missing on her
arms.

Lynx girl: Let go! did you hear me?! LET GO! *tryes to get away*

Thunder: shoots a lightning and hits the robots whit it and they falls to the ground*

Lynx girl: thanx for the help...I'm Sutaru if you wanna know.it was nice of you to help me...but we have
more troubble...it's not only robots here, it's one more ship, filled whit Aliens, they took a girl inside the
ship...she was pink and she had a green dress...

Sonic: *grabs Sutaru* Where is the ship?!

Sutaru: It's over there...right behind the work shop.

Sonic: *drops Sutaru* we got to save her!



Sutaru: fine. i'll go in the front.

Sonic: No! i'm going in the front!

Magneto: she is the only one here who knows where the ship is, she is going in the front.

Sonic: b...but...

Sutaru: Loser...*walks to the ship*

Every one: *folows Sutaru*

Sutaru: Taaadaaa! a ship full of black arms. *walks in to the ship*

Rouge: is this a good idea...i mean...we can't go all of us...

Speedy: good point..me, Sutaru, Anique, Thunder, Sonic, Kyle, Kainou, Lorane and Flamie are going.
the rest of you stay here.

Shadow: I'll go whit you.

Lorane: no you are not! you are hurt!

Shadow: but...

Lorane: just stay here...ok.

(Lorane and the others walked in to the ship, it was full of doors, every one was closed. not a
single black arms was seen there, everything was quiet) 

Sutaru: uumm...is this a good plan to walk around here? what if they are spoting us...

Lorane: then...it's bad. but we are just a small group so this will be easy.

Sutaru: ookey then...i feel alot more safe now...

(just when Sutaru said that two hands grabed her, one held down her arms and the other one
covered her mouth so no one culd hear her scream for help, and then she disapeared in the
shadows.)

Speedy: what way now Sutaru? Sutaru? hello? *turns around and sees Sutaru is gone* oh no...not
good...

Anique: we have no need for her anyway... I can find Armi whit out Sutaru i'll go in the front. *walks
trough the coridor until he sees a door whit a gold handle* here it is...*unlocks the door

Sonic: *swing opens the door*Armi!



Armi: Sonic! *runs to Sonic ang hugs him* I'm so glad to see you!

Thunder: and i wuld be glad to see where Sutaru is...

Armi: Sutaru?

Sonic: a girl who helped us find you...but we don't know where she is now...

Armi: oh...

Flamie: Armi! *hugs Armi*

Kainou: what now? we can't just stand here...

Shadow: we won't leav until we have find Sutaru.

Sonic: Shadow!

Lorane: we told you to stay outside!

Shadow...how bad...cause i hapen to know where Sutaru is...but if you don't want my help...then i'm
leaving...

Kyle: No! stay here!

Shadow: thank you. follow me *walks away*

( what is going on here? why is there no black arms aboard the ship? how can Shadow know
where Sutaru is he wasn't eaven there when she got captured!? or was he? find out in the next
chapter!



8 - Hero or traitor?

(Whit Shadow in the lead our heroes now are looking for Sutaru. i just hope they know what they are
doing.)

Sonic: What is this all about Shads?

Shadow: i just want to help.

Anique: how can you know where Sutaru is?

Shadow: *stops* I just hapens to know...

Armi: shure....

Lorane: how do we know we can trust you?

Shadow: I'm your friend. that's why.

Speedy: I don't trust you at all...

Kainou: the same whit me...

Sadow: Fine! then i'll just walk away and you can look for Sutaru on your own! *walks away*

Sonic: DAMNIT!

Lorane: maybe...we shuld go...*walks away*

Every one: *folows Lorane*

(well, our heroes walked away and they didn't see the person standing in the shadows, a black
hedgehog whit streaks.)

Lorane: where can she be? this ship is huge!

Sonic: yeah...this can take forever!

Every one: yeah...

?????: you shuld try the west coridor...

Lorane: who are you?



?????: No one special. just do what I told you. *dicapeares*

Aniqe: what the...

Sonic: we shult do what it told us...

Anique: Never!

Lorane: so why are you here? we have to find Sutaru, and you can't just stand there and complain!

Anicue: FINE! *walks to the west coridor*

Lorane: *Runs to Anique* soooo..

Anique: what do you mean whit that? if you are trying to irritate me then it's working...

Lorane: i just...

Anique: Bah! Shut up!

Lorane: oh...sorry...*walks back to the others*

Thunder: didn't it work?

Lorane: no...

Thunder: it's always hard to comunicate whit robots...

Lorane: a bit...

Kainou: *looks behind*

Flamie: Somethin wrong?

Kainou: no...i just think i heard something...

Flamie: what?

Kainou: I have no idea...but it sounded like footsteps.

?????: *stands in the shadows behind a open door and smiles*

Speedy: wait a second...*walks to the door*

?????: *dicapeares*

Speedy: *looks behind the door* hm...strange...i swear i culd hear some one



Armi: *hugs Sonic* I'm scared

Sonic: Don't be, we are soon out from here.

Anique: *stands infront of a door* are you coming this yere?

Every one: mm...*walks to Anique*

Anique: *opend the door*

Lorane: *looks inside and sees Sutaru in a crystal*

Sutaru: *looks at the others*...*looks away*

Sonic: *Runs to Sutaru*

Sutaru: you shuldn't be here...

Sonic: why shuldnt we? we have to save you

Sutaru: *Turns around again* because if you don't leav you will be dead pretty soon...

Sonic: What do you mean?

?????: Sometimes it's good to listen to your friends. isn't it?

Speedy: *looks around and sees a black hedgehog whit streaks, standing in the dark place of the room*
Shadow?

?????: no...but not so wrong. *walks out to the light*

Sonic: Mephiles...but i thought...

Mephiles: you thught i was gone? just like your friend. he was stupid enoigh to try to find me on his own.
*laughs*

Sonic: What have you done to Shadow?!

Mephiles: I didn't do anything. it was my companions. *snapw shoot his fingers*

two aliens: *walks to Mephiles whit a almost dead Shadow*

Every one (Exept Anique): SHADOW!

Sutaru: *starts crying*



Mephiles: *walks to Sutaru* don't be sad. you have done a exelent job.

Sutaru: *looks at Mephiles*

Sonic: You...you are on his side?! *looks at Sutaru*

Sutaru: I'm sorry, but...i had no shoise. *cries*

Mephiles: so now when we are every one here, what do you say Sonic? shuld we finnish what we
started?

Sonic: well bring it on then!

(What? Sutaru is on Mephiles side! but...areth Shadow and Sutaru traitors? but if so...why wuld
Shadow go back and try to save Sutaru? what will hapen to Sonic? can he fight Mephiles on his
own? well find out in the next chapter!



9 - I'm sorry

(Sonic and Mephiles will once more fight! a fight about life or death. who will win this? well read and find
out^^)

Sonic: that's it Mephiles! you are going down!

Mephiles: *laughs* we'll see...let the best hedgehog win!

Thunder: you mean hedgehogs?! *Shoots Mephiles whit a lightning*

Mephiles: *shoots back the lightning to Thunder* no...i mean hedgehog.

Thunder: *Gets hit by the lightning*

Sutaru: THUNDER!

Mephiles: Shut up!

Sutaru: *quiet*

Sonic: *uses a spin attack on Mepiles*

Mephiles: *flyes back* is that all you have? *Shoots Sonoic whit a black energy lightning*

Armi: Sonic!!

Mephiles: *laughs*

Sonic: *lies on the floor whit out moving*

Armi: no...SONIC!

Sutaru: This is my fault, i shuld have shoused to die.

Mephiles: The hedgehog is out of the game.

Sonic: who do you call out?

every one: Sonic!

Sutaru: he is alive!

Soic: Shure i am. *Smiles*



Mephiles: you are stronger than i remeber you...*looks at Sutaru* or...maybe we shuld do this a but more
intresting...

Sonic: huh?

Mephiles: *snaps whit his fingers and the crystal disapeares*

Sutaru: *falls down on the floor*

Mephiles: come here Sutaru...

Sutaru:*stands up* but...

Mephiles: I said come here! *Gives Sutaru a electric schock*

Sutaru: *Screams*

Mephiles: come here now!

Sutaru: as you wish...*walks to Mephiles whitout looking at him*

Mephiles: lets see Sonic...how mush are you willy to do? die or kill one of your friends? *Giver Sutaru a
hard push so she stands infront of Sonic*

Sonic: You can't be serious!!

Sutaru: It's no idea...we have to fight...

Sonic: I won't fight whit you!

Sutaru: then...kill me.

Sonic: WHAT?!

Sutaru: You heard me!

Armi: Sonic...

Sonic: there have to be another way!

Sutaru: but there is no other way! if you don't want to fight then kill me and finnish this!

Lorane: You can't mean it!

Sutaru: does i look like i'm joking?



Anique: Come on! it's not so hard! just kill her! i can do it for you if you don't want to do it!

Sonic: but...i can't...

Sutaru: yes you can, i'm only a traitor anyway...

Mephiles: awww isn't it cute? that makes this more funny! go on now!

Sonic: this is...

Sutaru: Stop talking and just do it!

Sonic: Never!

Sutaru: then i'll do it my self! *Runs to a alien and takes his gun* If you don't kill me than i'll do it.

Flamie: Sutaru...

Sutaru: so...who will do it? you or me?

Sonic: *walks to Sutaru and takes the gun* i'll do it...*Shoots him self*

Sutaru: NO! Sonic!!

Armi: SONIC! *Runs to Sonic* oh no...Sonic.

Sutaru:I'm sorry every one...so sorry *starts crying and runs away*

Mephiles: *laughs* finaly! The hedgehog is dead!

Armi: NO! *Hugs Sonic and cryes*

Sutaru: *Runs out from the ship*

Knuckles: there you are. *grabs Sutaru's arm* where are the others?

Sutaru: let me go!

Knuckles: *drops Sutaru*

Sutaru: *runs away*

(awwww! our hero is realy dead?! or is he? well...find out in the next chapter.)



10 - alive?!

(awwwww, Sonic and Sutaru was going to fight and Sonic killed him self!! Is he realy dead?!?)

Sutaru: *sits on the ice of a lake and cryes*

Lorane: *stands behind Sutaru* Sutaru...

Sutaru: Leave me alone!!!

Lorane: It wasn't your fault.

Sutaru: GO AWAY!

Lorane: I just wan't you know...It wasn't your fault. you did nothing wrong.

Sutaru: how can you say that? Sonic's dead cause of me...

Anique: Cause of you yes...dead...no...

Sutaru: *looks back on Anique* what?

Anique: he is still alive...i don't realy care but any way...

Sutaru: he is...alive?!*runs to the ship*

Lorane: Hold on! *runs after Sutaru*

Anique: that kinda workt well...

(aboard the ship every one was runing around and looked aftert some thing to heal Sonic)

Armi: We have to save him!

Tails: what eaver it takes!

??????: i can help you...

Thunder: who's there?!

??????: maybe i shuld introduce me...

(the person walked out from the shadows. it was a fox, a gray and green fox whit black eyes)



??????: my name is Chemical, do you need anny help?

Armi: y...yes...

Chemical:then...i'll help you...

(i know...short chapter but i just have no time to make more on this chappy...sorry folks...find out more in
the next chapter.)



11 - not the last time

(well... didn't have more time before so i maked the next chapter now, and now back to what hapend in
the chapter, Sonic is alive, and a strange gray and green fox named Chemical apeared, he says he can
help Sonic but can you trust him? well find out now!)

Lorane: what do you mean whit help?

Chemical: i mean help, like save your friend help.

Sutaru: can we realy trust you?

Chemical: listen here little lynxie...take a look on this people, the people who saved you, twise, the
people who still trust you, and you are a traitor, and every one knows. so don't come and say *girly
voice* "can we realy trust you?"

Sutaru: I...

Chemical: you what? you joined Mephiles to save your own fur and tail?

Sutaru: *looks down on the ground*

Chemical: isn't it true?

Sutaru: it's true...

Chemical: so, shut up then and stop say you can't trust me.

Sutaru: *takes a few steps back*

Chemical: *looks at Sonic* well...i guess we have to take the long way to heal him...

Armi: but you can heal him...right? *looks at Chemical*

Chemical: yes i can...but it won't be easy...

(Chemical sat down on the floor and started to read a book, called "healing and potions for masters", he
was looking for a healing spell.)

Shadow: *lies on the floor and wakes up* what the...where did Mephiles go?

Lorane: I have no idea...

Sutaru: he out...looking for a new person to use as a bait...



Chemical: *looks up* here we got it!

Armi: soo...go on! heal him!

Chemical: it isn't that simple...

Knuckles: what do you mean whit not that simple!?

Chemical: this spell is on a dffrent language, and i have to say the spell in english...it's not that simple to
translate this...

Armi: you mean you can't understand it?

Chemical: maybe...

Magneto: maybe i can help.

Chemical: sorry but...it has to be done by some one who knows this language, whit a brave heart and
some one who culd do anything to save the person who is going to be healed...

Sutaru: I'll do it...i know that language...and i don't care if i'll die if i'm healing him...this is my fault so I
have to heal him again.

Chemical: i don't know...

Thunder: let her do it...she is braver than you think.

Sutaru: *blusshes and smiles*

Chemical: she maybe will hurt her self...that's what i'm worried for...

Shadow: she will make it.

Tails: just give her a try...

Kyle: come one, give her the book.

Chemical: if you say so...*gives the book to Sutaru*

Sutaru: *looks at the text and starts read* Storms within and storms without storms above and storms
below,in my center only stillness Tis my will, now make it so.

(when Sutaru had sayd the words a white light surounded Sonic and he started to breat normal and he
moved a bit)

Sonic: *opens his eyes* what hapend?



Armi: Sonic! you are alive! *hugs Sonic*

Sonic: Armi. *hugs Armi* thanks every one.

Magneto: say thanks to Sutaru, she was reading the healing spell.

Sonic: *looks at Sutaru* did you do that?

Sutaru: i just wanted to do something for you. you saved me and i saved you.

Sonic: *hugs Sutaru* thanks.

Sutaru: any time. *hugs Sonic*

Shadow: why aren't we healing Cream? now when i know a healing spell...

Every one: good idea!

Sutaru: *walks to Cream* Storms within and storms without storms above and storms below, in my
center only stillness Tis my will, now make it so.

Cream: *wakes up* where am i? i'm alive...or, am i dead.

every one: Cream! *runs to Cream*

Sutaru: no, you aren't dead. you are safe now.

Shadow: i have a question...

Sonic: what?

Shadow: where is Anique?

Magneto: I have no idea...i haven't seen him in a long while now.

Rouge: I'll go out and look for him. *flyes away*

Amy: be chareful Rouge!

(Every one else walked out from the ship and looked around for some one more who could still be on
mobius.)

Lorane: *walks in to a little house nearby*

??????: *stands in the stairs and looks at Lorane*



Lorane: *looks around whitout see any one*

??????: *walks down and stands behind Lorane*

Lorane: Who's there? *looks in a mirror and sees some one is standing behind her*

??????: excuse me...but what the hell are you doing here.

Lorane: i'm just...just...

??????: come on, say it, or you won't say a single word again.

Lorane: I'm just looking for some one.

??????: sooooo....

Lorane: *turns around and sees a boy wolf whit black and red hair and red eyes*

??????: what are you looking at?

Lorane: nothing...who are you?

??????: if you say your name i'll say mine.

Lorane: my name is Lorane. Lorane the kitsune.

??????: my name is Scamps. don't laugh, if you do that will be the last thing you do.

Lorane: I won't laugh.

Scamps: perfect...so now when you know my name...can you go away.

Lorane: but...the Aliens...

Scamps: the aliens...they wont eaven get close enough to kill me.

Lorane: who cares. *grabbs Scamps's arm and walks out*

Scamps: h...hey! what are you doing?! Get of me!

Lorane: Never!

Scamps: damn it...

Lorane: *walks to the others* look what i found!

Sutaru: huh? *looks at Scamps and Lorane*



Shadow: umm... *looks at Scamps*

Scamps: what? have you never seen a wolf before?

Lorane: *drops Scamps*

Scamps: Finaly!

Sonic: soo...

Scamps: what? i didn't ask for getting here...

Kyle: well...i guess...now when you already are here maybe you culd join our team!

Scamps: WHAT?!

Every one: *laughs*

Scamps: Oh dear...

(well...now when Scamps has joined them, Sonic is alive and Cream is alive, our heroes have a bigger
chanse to save Mobius. but still...where is Anique anny way...find out more in the next chapter!^^)



12 - Just like friends!!!!

(Scamps is now a member of their team O_o it's getting dificult to remember every one...i guess i have
to take away some of them...but not the OCs. X3. well...let's continue)

Scamps: what's wrong whit you?!

Kainou: take it easy.

Scamps: how childish.

Sutaru: umm...soooooo....Emo?

Scamps: yeah. any problems whit that?

Sutaru: nooo...

Scamps: thank you...*looks away*

Kainou: you don't have to be mad at us...

Scamps: hm...

Lorane: well i guess we have to look for some more people...

Rouge: Anique is gone! I can't find them anny where!

Thunder: isn't that good?

Sutaru: I agree whit Thunder. he didn't eaven like us...

Speedy: but i think it's better if he is here...we maybe needs him.

Thunder and Sutaru: maybe...

Flamie: *looks at Sutaru and Thunder*

Armi: isn't it cute? young love.

Sutaru and Thunder: What?? Love? we?! no way!

Shadow: shure...

Magneto: if you say so. *looks at Thunder*



Thunder: Whaaaaaat?!

Magneto: nothing...

Thunder: hmpf...*looks away*

Flamie: if you two love each other then you just have to say it.

Sutaru and Thunder: WE ARE NOT IN LOVE!

Armi, Flamie, Kainou, Magneto and Shadow: shuuuure....

Sutaru and Thunder: NOOOO!

Sonic: leave them alone.

Armi: *looks at Sutaru* you like Thunder, right?

Sutaru: yes...but like a friend.

Armi: *looks at Thunder* you likes Sutaru? don't you?

Thunder: like a friend, yes. like a girlfriend, no.

Kyle: ok then...let's find Anique!

Every one: Yeah!

(they started look for Anique but they just coulden't find him)

Shadow: we have looked after him for hours! he is gone, we can't find him. and in this snow.

Sutaru, Lorane, Thunder and Magneto: what snow?

(and it was true. the snow was gone, but...how can that mush snow just disapear?)

Sutaru: strange...*looks aroun and sees something on the ground* A Chaos emerald!*picks it upp*

Speedy: what tha...

Shadow: give me that! *takes the Chaos emerald*

Sutaru: Give it to me!

Shadow: no, you don't eaven know how to use it.



Sutaru: YES I DO! *tryes to take it back*

Shadow: *pushes away Sutaru*

Sutaru: AOW! *falls down on the ground*

Thunder: you ok? *helps Sutaru up*

Sutaru: yeah...thanks...

Shadow: *laughs* just friends?! you two are in love!

Sutaru and Thunder: NO!

Sonic: Shut up Shad.

Shadow: ok ok...

Speedy: are we going to find Anique or not?

Every one: yeah...

Speedy: fine. *walks away*

every one: *walks whit Speedy*

(wait for the next chappy if you wanna know more^^)



13 - Love is in the air

(well...it was vallentine day not to long ago...so why not a love chapter^^
there are some couples in this story already^^ and it's gonna be two new cause i have heard that a guy
we didn't expect has a girlfriend^^ hehe lil Sutaru told me. well let's begin!)

Sutaru: *looks at Thunder while she is walking whit the others*

Thunder: *looks a little at Sutaru and blusshes*

Armi: *looks at Sonic and holds his hand*

Sonic: *holds Armi's hand*

Scamps: *looks at the others* What is this?! A love parade?!

Lorane: take it easy. you will find one soon. *looks at Scamps and smiles*

Scamps: Yuck! well not you any way.

Lorane: I didn't ask you to be my boyfriend. I already have one. isn't it so Tails-kun. *kisses Tails*

Tails: *blusshes* yeah...it's true.

Scamps: You guys are insane...

Sutaru: maybe....but love is one of the most inportant things in the world. *looks at Thunder*

Thunder: thats right. *looks at Sutaru*

Armi: what if...psst Flamie.

Flamie: huh? *looks at Armi*

Armi: *whispers* a little help whit this two.

Flamie: ok. *stands behind Sutaru*

Armi: *stands behind Thunder*

Armi and Flamie: One...two...tree!!! *pushes Sutaru and Thunder together so they kisses each other*

Sutaru: *blusshes*



every one (exept Scamps, Sutaru and Thunder): WOOOOOH!

Sutaru and Thunder: *walks a few steps back* I'm so sorry! I didn't mean to...

Armi: the first kiss is always the best.

Sutaru: no! the kisses who is meant to be given to some one is the best!

Thunder: so...then this is the best one. *kisses Sutaru*

Sutaru: *blusshes again*

Scamps: I think i'm getting sick!!!

Thunder: *stops kissing Sutaru and starts to walk again*

Sutaru: Wait for me! *runs after Thunder and grabs his hand*

Thunder: you are kinda cute you know....*smiles*

Sutaru: hehe *smiles*

Scamps: Yuck! this is sooo god damn...*looks up*

(every one looked at what Scamps looked at. it was a black and blue rabbit girl.)

Rabbit girl: *turns around and looks at Scamps* Scamps? is it realy you?! *runs to Scamps and hugs
him*

Scamps: Tulpi? is that you? i tought you were dead! *hugs Tulpi*

Kainou: so, love isn't so bad when you have your own.

Scamps: Shut up....

Speedy: why didn't you tell us you had a girlfriend?

Scamps: cause...

Tulpi: Cause he didn'y have to tell you. or did he?

Scamps: exactly, no one asked me.

Shadow: *giggles*

Scamps: Whats so funny?!



Shadow: A wolf anf a rabbit!!! *Laughs*

Tulpi: But he has a girlfriend! I bet you don't!!!

Shadow: umm....

Tulpi: Didn't think so.

Speedy and Kyle: can't we just keep walking?

Kainou: I agree whit them. let's keep it up. we have to find Anique.

Magneto: Exactly.

Armi: ok, let's keep looking for Anique.

(Every one keept walking and looking for Anique. But they just couldn't find him. they looked every
where, and the next five hours every one started to get a bit tired. and now when they were one person
more and there were two new couples this chapter is getting more and more romantic^^)

Sutaru: *yawns* I'm starting to get tired*

Tulpi: I agree...maybe we shuld try to get some sleep...

Speedy: one vote for the yes side.

Kainou: Two votes.

Magneto: three...

Sonic: Ok we find some plase to sleep

Kyle: I think this is a good plase...

Shadow: I agree. *yawns* G-nigth. *lies down on the ground to sleep.*

Thunder: *lies down on the ground and closes his eyes*

Sutaru: *lies down beside thunder and hugs his arm*

(soon every one was asleep every one exept one person, Sonic was still awake. he was siting on a big
rock and looket up on the stars.)

Armi: *wakes up and sees Sonic* S...Sonic?

Sonic: oh...hi Armi.



Armi: *walks to Sonic* are you ok?

Sonic: yeah...i'm fine.

Armi: The stars looks so beautyful.

Sonic: yes they are. just like you. *smiles*

Armi: awww you are so cute! *hugs Sonic*

Sonic: *hugs Armi*

Armi: you are so...so...so...*Kisses Sonic*

Sonic: *kisses Armi* I love you.

Armi: I love you too.

Sonic: maybe you shuld go to sleep...it's pretty late...

Armi: yeah...maybe. see you tomorrow.

Sonic: sweet dreams.

Armi: *lies down on the ground and falls asleep*

(Next morning)

Sutaru: *wakes up*

Magneto: so two of us is awake...

Sutaru: yeah...*yawns*

Kyle: *wakes up*

Scamps: *wakes up and finds him self lying tight to Tulpi* what the...*quickly sits up*

Some one behind them: *laughs a bit*

Magneto: Whos there?!

?????: *comes out in the light*

Magneto: Who are you?!

?????:I'm Mercury. Mercury the hedgehog.



(well...i have no more ideas...but the things i promised every one has hapened. Mercury is in the story,
Armi and Sonic has kissed each other, Sutaru and Thunder are a couple. why aren't they a couple
eaven if it's not in this story?well...I leave that question for Saluki and Sutaru^^ I will tro to upload
chapters more often now...)



14 - F is for fun!!

(well...i told ya i was goin to add a new chappy soon^^ is this soon enough? well here it is now! chappy
14!!! i'm trying to make this chappy to...umm....a funny chapter, cause i have no "haha" chapters....well
here we go!)

Magneto: umm...soo...Mercury it is?

Mercury: Yup. I'm looking for some one...but he apears to not be here...

Magneto: who?

Mercury: Anique of course!!!

Magneto: Aaha... Anique it is...umm....it's like this...umm...

Mercury: yeeeees....

Sutaru: he is not here. he has been gone for...

Magneto: *quickly puts his hand over Sutaru's mouth* hehe. don't listen to her. she got hit in her head
not too long ago. she doesn't know what she is talking about.

Sutaru: *gives Magneto a mean look who apears to say: i'll kill you*

Thunder: *wakes up and yawns* what it this all about. *looks at Magneto* umm....what are you doing
whit Sutaru?

Magneto: *drops Sutaru* eeeh...nothing.

Mercury: sooo...you don't know where he is?

Sutaru: nooo! I told you, he had been gone for about two days. or i was going to tell you if some
one...*looks at Magneto* had stopt me.

Mercury: two...days?

Sutaru: yup!

Every one (who is still sleeping): *wakes up* huh?

Mercury: Hi every body.

Scamps:...*looks at Mercury*



Speedy: well...nice to meet you i think...

Kainou: It's realy nice to meet you.

Scamps: It is? *looks at Kainou*

Kainou: don't listen too him. All gothics are like that.

Scamps: Emo! understand me? E-M-O!!!! EMO! NOT GOTHIC!! EMO!!!!

Kainou: Take it easy!

Tulpi: Oh my gosh...

Scamps: hehe...oops...i kinda...flipped...

Every one: Kinda?

Scamps:...*looks away*

Shadow: sooo....*looks at Mercury* let me guess....you are in love whit Anique...so you are looking for
him to win his heart and make him love you...

Sutaru: Shadow!?

Shadow: whaaaaat?! every one is like that now!!!!

Scamps: I'm not like that.

Tulpi: you...you're not? *looks at Scamps*

Scamps: umm....hehe....i din't mean it that way...I mean i'm not trying to win any body's heart...or i
do....umm....eh....that came out wrong...i mean...eh...I love you.

Tulpi: awww! you are so cute when you are doing that. *kisses Scamps*

Mercury: well...i have no time to waste here whit you losers. I have some one to rescue!

Shadow: we'll help you.

Mercury: is it true?

Shadow: no....

Lorane: of course it's true!!



Sutaru: you see Mercury...we are looking for Anique as well.

Mercury: keep your hands of my sweety!

Sutaru: Hey hey hey! take it easy. i have my own boy friend.

Shadow: sience when is he your boy friend?

Sutaru: eeeeh....*blusshes*

Thunder: sience yesterday if you wanna know.

Chemical: can you stop talking and start walking?!?!

Flamie: exactly!

Amy: we shuld keep looking for Anique.

Mercury: I agree! Come on!

Speedy and Shadow: Craaaaaazy!

Cream and Amy: when you'r crazy in love! uh oh oh oh!! when you'r crazy in love!!

Sutaru: What the....*looks at Cream and Amy*

Cream: come on Sutaru! this is fuuuuun! *keeps singing*

Amy: you shuld try!! *sings whit Cream*

Sutaru: thanks but no thanks...

Amy and Cream: ookidookey! *stops singin Crazy in love and starts singing boulevard of broken
dreams*

Sutaru: oooh! I know this one! *starts to sing*

all of the boys: oh my god...

Sutaru, Cream and Amy: I walk a lonley road! the only one that i have eaver known! I don't know where
it goes but it's only me and i walk alone.

Shadow: umm...girls...

Sutaru, Cream and Amy: My shadow's are the only one that walks beside me!

Shadow: girls....



Sutaru, Cream and Amy: yes. *stops singing*

all of the boys: STOP SINGING!!!!

Sutaru, Cream and Amy: awww. ok

Mercury: come on now! we have to go and find Anique!

Lorane: Let's go!

(well...once more they are serching. will they finaly find what they are looking for? well....find out in the
next chapter...it's 01:08 am here...so I have problems whit ideas...and i have a headache so it's kinda
hard to think at the moment...but i still hope you liked this chapter, it wasn't exactly fun but ay way.)



15 - bad teamwork

("Ok this is how it is...my dad din't alow me to use his computer so i had to wait for him to fall asleep so
that's why i haven't puted up some new chapter before now. But now when he is asleep and i have the
computer i'm going to vide you the next chapter of this story! so just lay back your head ans be ready to
know what is hapening to our heroes." Well, after a long "normal" and "easy" trip to find Anique, our
heroes are thinking about giving up. But some of them don't like that idea at all...and guess who...)

Mercury: Giving up?! What are you guys thinking?!

Magneto: We are just trying to see how it realy is.

Speedy: Exactly, we will never find him.

Sutaru: Yes we will!

Shadow: Is this one more of your traps? *looks at Sutaru*

Sutaru: What do you mean whit "one more of my traps"?

Shadow: How do we know that Mephiles is waithing for you signal so he can kill us?

Thunder: Shut up Shadow! You know that's not true.

Shadow: *baby voice* awwww, the big mighty lion is protecting his cute little girlfriend.

Thunder: I said shut up!

Shadow: What are you going to do? Kill me?

Thunder: Thinking about it.

Shadow: Come on then. Go ahead and kill me!

Thunder: It will be a pleasure.

Sutaru: JUST SHUT THE HELL UP!!!

Lorane: Sutaru?!

Sutaru: I can't beleve you still think i'm working for Mephiles!! Remember he almost got me killd!

Shadow: But you didn't die!



Sutaru: No i didn't!

Shadow: What do you want?! A parade?!

Sutaru: Shut up and just listen!!!

Shadow: No you are the one who is going to listen! Thanks to you me and Sonic almost got killd! All of
us could have got killd! And now you are thinking that you just can join us ant then think it's all over! But
you have to know that i don't trust you at all! You are nothing but a traitor! And that's how it is!

Sutaru: Think what you want about me! You just come here whit your chaos control ant thinks you are
the best!

Shadow: Well I AM the best of us! I would like to see if you could do what i'm doing!!

Sutaru: Do what?! Run around and shout " Look at me! I'm the ultimate lifeform! I'm better than
everyone!"

Shadow: Shut up!

Sutaru: Well that's what you do! You are such a show up!

Shadow: I said, SHUT UP! *shoots a Chaos spear at Sutaru*

Sutaru: *screams and falls to the ground*

Thunder: Sutaru! *runs to Sutaru and sits down beside her* Are you hurt?

Sutaru: Not...realy.

Thunder: *notices that Sutaru is bleeding on her arm* Your arm!

Sutaru: huh? *looks at her arm* just a little scratch mark...

Thunder: Scratch mark?!

Sutaru: It doesn't eaven hurt...

Shadow: who's the show up now?

Sutaru: Do the world a favor and shut up. They might put it in the worldrecord book under the tiltle
"Longest time whit out shuting up."

Shadow: That's it! I'm not going to work whit her! *turns around*

Sutaru: Fine! Do you wanna know a thing? I don't want to work whit you either! *turns around*



Thunder: *thinks: well...she seams to be fine now...*

Sonic: May i say a thing?

Sutaru and Shadow: NO! *looks at Sonic*

Sonic: Oook...

Kyle: Well...if it's like this than we just have to split up in diffrent groups...

Sutaru: Perfect idea!

Shadow: As long as i don't have to work whit that traitor.

Thunder: Fine. Me, Sutaru, Sonic and Armi are one group.

Magneto: Ok. Me, Shadow, Lorane and Tails are group nuber two.

Flamie: I can work whit Kainou, Speedy and Kyle.

Knuckles: Ok, i'll go whit Rouge, Mercury and Amy.

Shadow: sooo....you like to be surrounded by girls.

Knuckles: Shut up.

Sonic: I think we shuld do like this. Thunder, Sutaru, Kainou, Mercury, Flamie, Armi, Kyle, Speedy, Me,
Tails, Scamps, Tulpi and Magneto are a good group.

Shadow: Fine! Then I take the other ones.

Sonic: perfect. Now we can start sershing again!

(The groups walked difrent ways, Sonic's group keapt walking north while Shadow's group were walking
south.)

Scamps: This is sooooo boring.

Tulpi: I agree...I need something to do...

Magneto: yYou are already doing something...you are on a rescue mission.

Tulpi: I am? Sience when?

Scamps: Sience you joined this patethic group...

Tulpi: When did i join?



Scamps: At the same time as me...

Tulpi: When was that?

Scamps: I have no idea...

Sutaru: *looks at her watch* it was two days and five hours ago...

Scamps: Wow, have i survived whit you idiots for that long?

Every one: We are not idiots!

Scamps: maybe not...but still i don't realy think i like you...

Tulpi: But...

Scamps: I wasn't talkig about you...

Tulpi: Ok...

Thunder: *looks at Sutaru's arm* let me see...

Sutaru: Ok...but be careful...it hurts a little bit...

Thunder: *looks close at Sutarus arm* this doesn't look very good...

Sutaru: I'll be fine...

Thunder: wait a second...*pics up a bandage from his backpack and puts it around Sutaru's arm* does it
feel beter now?

Sutaru: Yes...thanks.

Thunder: No problem.

Scamps: Can you guys please stop that?

Kainou: Just let them talk. That's what love is all about.

Scamps: But...it's not only about saying cute things to each other and kissing....

Kainou: but...nah...forget it.

Speedy: *stands a bit infront of the others* Hey guys! look, i think i have found something intresting.

( Every one runed to Speedy and looked down on a big building. It looked like some kind of military base



or a big factory. it was a fence all around it and it was built of metal, on some of the walls there were
windows and beside them there was cameras. Every centimeter of it seamed to be inpossible to break
trough.)

Sutaru: Oh muy god.

Thunder: That's the words.

Speedy: Do you think Anique is in there?

Kyle: Maybe he is.

Lorane: We shuld find out.

Sonic: It's too risky... dont' go to close, they might see us.

Kainou: Exactly.

Magneto: Umm...Sonic...

Sonic: Yes.

Magneto: Didn't you just tell us to not go to close...

Sonic: Yes i did...how come...

Magneto: Well...I think Mercury didn't listen...

Sonic: WHAT!? *looks down to the fort and sees Mercury a few meters away from it*

Mercury: Here i come Anique!

Sutaru: Oh man...i think i'll help her. *runs down to Mercury*

Thunder: Sutaru! Wait! *runs after Sutaru*

Sonic: Fine! Just run down there and get killd! Me and the others is going to stay here! Isn't it so guys?
*looks around and notices that every one has already runed down to the fort* WAIT FOR ME!! *runs
down to the others*

Mercury:

(well...i have no more idead for this chapter....but I maked it to one of the longest chapters...hehe....well
lets see if the next one will be as long as this one. ^^)



16 - one step trough and two steps back

(well...i'm soooo bored att the moment so i had to do something...so why not make a new chappy. hehe
well let's continue)

Mercury: *stands whit her back to the wall* I have to get in there...

Sutaru: *stands beside Mercury* How are you going to to that if I may ask.

Mercury: I just...umm...I have no idea...

Thunder: We will come up whit some idea....but until we do that, just stand still and don't touch
anything...

Sutaru: Ok...*puts her hand on a buton by a mistake and suddebly a ear killing sound filled the air*

Sonic: what did you do?!

Sutaru: Nothing!! *covers her ears*

Every one: *falls down on the ground and covers their ears*

(while our heroes are getting tortyred by the terrile sound some robots comes to them and captures
them.)

Thunder: Get off me!!!

Sutaru: Leave us alone!!

The robots: *gives Sonic and the others a electro shock that makes all of them to pass out and takes
them in to the fort*

(well back to group two.)

Amy: we have been walking for hours. can we go back now?

Shadow: forget it! have har inportant things to do.

Knuckles: like what to be running around in circels?

Shadow: we are not running around in circels.

Rouge: Don't you realise Shadow that we are going the wrong way?



Shadow: I'm the leader in this group so shut up and follow me.

Cream: but mr Shadow...

Shadow: what?

Cream: isn't it best if we are going back...i think Anique is....

Shadow: I'm the leader! I'm telling you where we are going!

Cream: but...

Shadow: No buts!

Cream: ok...

Amy: I'm going crazy!!!! I'm going back! *turns around and goes back the way they come from*

Knuckles: AMY! Come back here! It's not safe to go alone!!

Amy: *ignores Knuckles and keeps walking*

Rouge: she is going to need help.

Shadow: she'll be fine...

(suddenly they heard a scream and it was followed by a terrible sound and then all of them fainted and
some more robots picked them up and walked away.

I know....the end is a bit weird but i have loadsa stuff to do...so I had to wright it quick. well i'll be back
whit a new chapter asap. I hope i'll see you in the next chapter)



17 - Gone

(Sorry i haven't been on for a couple of days now. I can't beleve my mom and dad didn't alow me to use
the computer, meet some friends or watsh Sonic X in for days!!! How could i survive that?!? well....now I
finaly can put up a new chappy^^ leeeeets begin!!!!

Well...our heroes got captured and are now in some base/fort/prison and almost no one is feeling very
well...eaven if they all still are passed out...)

Sutaru: *slowly opens here eyes* wh...where am i? *tryes to scratch her head but notices that she can't
move her hands* what the...*looks back on her hands and sees that she has ropes around her whrists*
oh...great...I can't see a thing, my hands are tied up, my head hurts, we all are captured again and worse
of all...WE ARE NEVER GOING TO FIND ANIQUE AND GET OUT OF THIS ALIVE!!!!!

Thunder: *wakes up and looks around* Where are we?

Sutaru: I have no idea...

Thunder: well...we all are together...and that's some thing good, isn't it?

Sutaru: I think so...

Thunder: do you think it's too late? Is Anique dead allready

Sutaru: I don't know...but i think we are going to die pretty soon...

Thunder: then we will die together, all of us will.

Sutaru: If i could then i woud have hugged you.

Thunder: same here...

Sutaru: I don't want do die, not like this. *starts to cry*

Thunder: we still have a chanse...

Sutaru: No we don't, it's over. *cryes*

Thunder: *kisses Sutaru* It's never over. we are going to fight, for Anique and for us.

Sutaru: you promis.

Thunder: I promis. *smiles*



Scamps: *wakes up* What the hell...did those stupid robots get me? How could they get me?! *slams his
head in the wall*

Sutaru:...oooook then...

Scamps: *looks at Sutaru and still haves his forhead on the wall* what's the problem?

Thunder: This isn't the right time to be mad at each other.

Scamps: I'm not mad...

Shadow: *wakes up* Where did they go?! *looks around*

Sutaru: WHAT THE HELL!?!?! Are you here!?! I tought it couldn't be worse!

Shadow: Oh not you!!

Every one else: *wakes up and looks around*

Magneto: are we inside the base?

Mercury: We are realy close...

Sutaru: close to what?

Mercury: Anique is inside this base...

Sutaru: but not in this room...

Mercury: maybe not, but in this base.

?????: So, you are awake, i think this worked better than a patethic little girl as a bait.

Sutaru: *looks at the person who had just talked* No, please, not again.

Shadow and Sonic: Mephiles!

Mephiles: That's right. Looking fot your friend i think...

Mercury: where is he!?

Mephiles: Somewhere he don't need you.

Mercury: No...you can't mean...Is he...

Mephiles: yes, he is dead.



Mercury: *starts to cry*

Sutaru: You disturbed, ugly, mean...

Mephiles: shut up or you will end at the same place as your friend

Sutaru: *quiet*

Mephiles: that's better. good girl, what do you say about geting your job back?

Sutaru: Never and ever.

Mephiles: If it's so...*snaps whit his fingers ans some robots apeares*

Robots: *opens the door to the cell and lifts up Sutaru, Thunder and the others*

Mephiles: *starts to walk*

Robots: *follows Mephiles*

Mephiles: *looks back at Sutaru* Sure you don't want you job back?

Sutaru: Yes i am! i would never yoin a team whit some one like you again!

Mephiles: of that's what you want, than i'm going to make you death extra painfull.

Sutaru: *looks away*

Shadow: I told you this was a trap!!! Why does people never listen to me?!

Thunder: Because Sutaru didn't plan this!

Shadow: Do you think i'm going to beleve that?!

Thunder: If you can't see it, then Sutaru is also here!

Shadow: oh....maybe you're right....

Thunder: Finaly!

Sutaru: *looks at Mephiles* what are you going to do whit us?

Mephiles: Don't you understand that, you silly girl. *turns around* You are going to die, all of you. and
when you all are gone, than I can rule the gallaxy, whitout you kids runing around and distroying my
planns.

Sutaru: but...



Mephiles: Shut up!

Sutaru: *looks away* yes sir...

(They walked trough a long coridor, there was doors almost everywhere, Sutaru had to look away a lot
of times when she could see who was on the other side of the doors, it was the other people from
mobius. some of them was dead and some of them was crying. it was terrible to see, some people were
eaven missing some boddy parts.)

Sutaru: *a tear is falling down from her cheek*

Mephiles: just wat, we havent eaven got to the best yet.

Thunder: and we are not going either! *transforms in to a hedgion and bites of the ropes*

Sutaru: Thunder!

Shadow: finaly! *uses chaos spear and kills one robot whit it and cuts of the ropes*

Knuckles: *punshes the robot who is holding him and cuts of the ropes on a piece of metall*

Thunder: how do you like it now? Mephiles.

Shadow: come on then you copycat.

Knuckles: we are ready!

Speedy: I wanna fight too! lemme go!

Kainou: *makes the robot drop her and bites of the ropes and kills the robot who holds speedy*

Speedy: thanks...i think...

Kainou: No problem.

Scamps and Tulpi: We want to kill some robots!!!

Shadow: NO! you just stay where you are.

Scamps and Tulpi: ok...

Mephiles: do you think you have a chance against me?

Shadow: yes we do. go ahead you creep!!

Mephiles: *laughs* this is gonna be easy.



Thunder: lets see.

Speedy: if we go together as a team, than we will make it!

Kainou: Come on you fake!

Mephiles: come on then!

Thunder and Kainou: *attacks Mephiles and bites him*

Shadow: *shoots a chaos spear at Mephiles*

Speedy: *runs to Mephiles and starts to hit him*

Knuckles: *rund to Mephiles and punshes him in his face*

Mephiles: *teleports him self to the other side of the coridor*

(While Knuckles, Kainou, Shadow, Thunder and Speedy was fighting Mephiles, Sutaru and the others
who still was held py robots trye to get away whitout making it, and...well...no more ideas...and now the
clock is 02:40 am....i guess i have to end this chapter....well...cya in the next one...hehe.)



18 - If only time...

(Some of our heroes are fighting Meplies ans robots while the rest of them is trying to get away from the
robots, Shadow has finaly understanded that Sutaru is on the good side so he does't yell at her as much
as before...hehe... oh well. My true fans of this story, here i give you the next chapter of "A Sonic the
hedgehog story"!!!!!!)

Thunder: stand still! *attacks Mephiles and bites him in the arm*

Mephiles: Is that the best you can do?! *shoots away Thunder whit a lightning*

Sutaru: Tunder! Let go your freaking robot! *tryes to get away*

The robot: *grabs Sutaru harder and puts her claws in her arms*

Sutaru: You damn robot! Get your hands of me or you'll be sorry!

Kainou: *attacks Mephiles*

Speedy: *kills some robots and throws their parts on Mephiles*

Mephiles: *stops the robot parts and Kainou* sorry but, is this yours? *shoots back Kainou and the robot
parts at Speedy*

Shadow: *Uses his Chaos spear and Chaos control*

Scamps: I want to kill robots too!

Tulpi: Yeah! I want to kick some robot butts whit you guys! *tryes to get away*

Mephiles: *Shoots a beam at Sonic*

Armi: Sonic! Watch out!

Sonic: *jumps away from the beam*

Armi: That was close.

Thunder: *attacks Mephiles from behind and bites him in the neck*

Mephiles: ENOUGH! *shoots away some kind of energy ball that makes every one to fly in to the walls*

Thunder: *flyes in to the wall whit his head first and faints*



Sutaru: *quickly stands up* Thunder! *runs over to Thunder*

Thunder: *transforms back to a hedgehog and wakes up* Sutaru? *looks at Sutaru*

Sutaru: *falls down on her knees beside Thunder* are you ok?

Thunder: I guess so...

Sutaru: *hugs Thunder*

Mephiles: *walks to Sutaru and Thunder* Isn't it cute? I think i'll let you two die...lets see...now! *rises his
hand and it starts to glow in black*

????: leave them alone!

Mephiles: *looks back at the person who had just talked* who are you?

????: I'm just some one who is going to save this kids.

Magneto: KID!!!!

????: Sorry...i mean this guys.

Mephiles: you think so?

????: I know so *shoots a lightning of white light on Mephiles*

Thunder and Sutaru: *hugs each other and closes their eyes*

(when the light was gone, Meplies was gone aswell, he was nowhere, his robots was also gone)

Lorane: Who are you?

????: I'm Nova, I'm Anique's brother*

Sutaru and Thunder: *let go off the hug* Aniques brother?

Nova: Yes I am.

Shadow: Perfect...one more robot to beat up...

Kyle: You are not going to hurt him!

Flamie: Yeah, we sure need him.

Scamps: well...stay there Nova. *walks over to Mercury, grabbs her arm and walks back to Nova* here
are your prince...can we go home now?



Mercury: I want ANIQUE!!!!!

Sutaru: but he is dead...

Mercury: NO HE'S NOT DEAD!!!!

Shadow: yes he is...

Mercury: *starts to cry and runs away*

Sutaru: Mercury!

Knuckles: it's no use...she has to get some time alone.

Sutaru: *looks after Mercury* ok...

Flamie: If we could turn back time...then we could stop all this from hapening...

Shadow: but we can't tur back time...this isn't a game.

Chemical: maybe not...but we are still game characters...

Shadow: maybe...but i still lives...

Chemical: how can you be so sure?

Shadow: Cause... cause.... i don't know...

Chemical: you see, you maybe are dead.

Scamps: or maybe this is just a dream.

Nova: well...we can't stay here forever...lets go find Anique...

Sutaru: Ok, *helps Thunder up on his feet* you ok Thunder?

Thunder: yeah...i'm fine.

(suddenly some one screamed, Thunder recognized the voice quickly...)

Thunder: Mercury! *starts to run troug the corridor*

every one: *follows Thunder*

Mercury: *sits down on the floor whit tears streaming out from her eyes* wake up, please wake up...



Thunder: *Stops beside Mercury and sees the reason to all the tears*

Sutaru: what is going on? *stops beside Thunder* no...please don't let thus be true. *a tear is falling
down from her cheek*

(Well, the other heroes hurried to see what had hapened, and there he was. the person they had been
sershing for. Anique was lying on the floor, he didn't move and his eyes was closed.)

Lorane: we was too late...

Nova: *kicks the wall* Finaly when i find him, he is dead!

Amy: Take it easy Nova, people dies all the time..

Nova: But not inportant persons...

Scamps: sooooo....

Sonic: so what?

Scamps: can we please jut leave now?

Tulpi: I agree whit him. *kisses Scamps*

Scamps: Not her...not when people is watching...

Tupli: oh...ok...sorry...

Lorane: ok...we can leav now...

Mercury: We have to take Anique whit us...

Magneto: I can take him. *lifts Anique up from the floor*

Every one: *starts to walk away*

(awwww! this was a little bit sad don't ya think so ppl? well...I still hope you liked it, c-ya in the next
chapter)



19 - New members

(hiya every one, my story uploading thingy was broken, so i wasn't able to upload something earlier. ^.^;
but thanx to the My chemical romance consert i'm happy again and I have loadsa new energy so i will
upload chapters again^^ but here it is!!! THE NEW CHAPTER!!!)

Sutaru: *walks slowly besite Thunder*

Mercury: *cryes* why did this have to hapen?

Sonic: We can't deside something between life and death...

Shadow: I don't know why I'm saying this but...i'm gonna miss him.

(suddenly they could hear something in a tree. the looked around but they couldn't see anyone. and then
a young boy jumped down from a tree)

The boy: Hi!

Every one: *suprised* whoao!

Speedy: and you are?

The boy: Raven, Raven Amakura. (and yes i remember his last name. yay me!!) *looks at Speedy* you
know, you are kinda cute. *Smiles*

Speedy: oooo...key...*takes a few steps back*

????: Stop that Raven. you are scairing them to death. *jumps down from another tree*

Raven: but...but...

????: stop that, you aren't getting anyway like that.

Raven: but Onyx...

Onyx: Quiet! *looks at Shadow* Oh, hi Shadow. *Smiles*

Shadow: Hi Onyx, what are you doing here? *walks to Onyx and whispers* Why did you have to take
him whit you? *looks at Raven*

Onyx: *whispers* I had no other shoise... I just couldn't leave him

Raven: Stop that love talk now.



Every one exept Raven, Shadow and Onyx: LOVE TALK!?!?!

Onyx: It is NOT love talk...

Lorane: *looks at Shadow* you mean you HAVE a girlfriend?

Shadow: well yeah...any problems whit that?

Lorane: no...

Shadow: good for you.

Raven: Chill a bit Shady. you don't have to get mad for that little thing.

Shadow: Shut up...*pushes Raven away*

Raven: was it something i said?

Magneto: I'm sure it wasn't... he is always like that.

Raven: yeah i know....*looks at Magneto* you are kinda cute too.

Magneto: Wohaa pffffffft, stoooop that, hold on. you know i'm not a girl light?

Raven: yeeaah....

Magneto: and you are a boy, right?

Raven: yeah...

Magneto: and you are telling me...I'm cute?

Raven: well yeah, any problems?

Magneto: Waaaaay past.

Raven: aww....*looks down at the ground*

Onyx: don't be sad Raven. They just don't know you, i guess that's all...

Magneto: NO THAT'S NOT ALL!! He is telling me I'm cute!! I'M MARRIED!!!

Raven: aww...ok.

Shadow: Omg...this is so emberassing...I don't know that guy. *points at Raven*



Raven: yes you do,

Shadow: No I don't. who are you annyway.

Raven: not fun...

Onyx: Don't do like that...

Sutaru: can we stop talking and keep walking?

Every one: ok. *starts walking*

Raven: *looks at Anique* intressting...may i have a look?

Every one: NO!

Raven: please? pritty pritty sweet sugar please?

Thunder: you wanna know how gay that sounded?

Raven: umm...no thanx...

Thunder: ok.

Raven: GIMMI! *grabs Anique and lays him down on the ground* let's see...what can be wrong here?
*picks up some tools*

Kyle: Don't do anything stupid now.

Raven: I wooooont... *fixes some stuff* That should do it.

Anique: *opens his eyes* whoa...what hapened? *looks around*

Marcury: ANIQUE!!!! *hugs Anique*

Anique: let go!

Kainou: how did you do that?

Scamps: blah blah blah...how unintressting! COME ONE!! WE HAVE INPORTANT STUFF TO DO!!!

Raven: Take it easy hot head...

Scamps: WHAT?!?!

Tulpi: just take it easy!



Scamps: HE CALLD ME HOT HEAD!!!! YOU ARE SO DEAD!!!! *runs to Raven*

Raven: HELP!!! *runs away* HE IS TRYING TO KILL ME!!!

Thunder: STOP SOUND THAT GAY!!

Raven: WHAT DID YOU SAY?!?!

Thunder: wops...hehe..bye. *Runs away*

Raven: COME BACK HERE!!! *runs after Thunder*

Scamps: COME BACK YOU COWARD!!! *runs after Raven*

Shadow and Onyx: oooh dear...

Sutaru: omg...I just don't understand boys...

Thunder: AAAH! NOT MY ARM!! IT HURTS!!!

Raven: GET OFF ME YOU EMO THING!!! AOW! DON'T BITE ME!!!

Scamps: I DIDN'T BITE YOU!!!

Thunder: hehe....that was me I guess...

Raven: YOU LITTLE CREEP!!!

Onyx: does annybody think they need help?

Every one: hmmm...nooo...*laughes a bit*

(well, this chapter was longer, but I think i'll make the 2 chapters i have into 4...so...cya in the next one)



20 - WTF RAVEN!!!???

(Don't ask about the title, and all of you have to promis you won't hate me and Raven after reading this
this... but well, hre we go then)

Raven: *stands up* ok, this is menless...

Thunder; pheuw...*stands up*

Scamps: Next time i'll kill both of you guys...*walks to the oters.

Raven and Thunder: Show up...

Scamps: Gay and battery....*looks at Raven and Thunder*

Thunder: That wasn't nice!

Raven: exatly! you can't just call Thunder gay!

Thunder: he calld you gay...*looks at Raven*

Raven: awwwwww....*walks to Onyx* well...some one is nice to me....

Onyx: realy? who?

Shadow: *sighs*

Raven:....*walks to Magneto* do you hate me?

Magneto: No...

Raven: YAY! You love me!! *hugs Magneto*

Magneto: NO!

Raven: awwwww...you hate me...*drops Magneto*

Magneto: No I don't...

Raven: YOU LOVE ME!!!!

Magneto: NO!!! I'M MARRIED!!!!!!

Raven: awwww...but yeah... jusy keep waaaaaaaaaalking...

http://wwwww...you/
http://wwww...but/


Kainou: why this sudden mood change?

Raven: It's nothing you have to care about....

Kyle: oh dear....

Amy: I'm pretty sure Mephiles hide out is here some where...

Raven: How do you know....erhm...I mean, you can't be sure...

Amy: Realy?

Armi: well....I think Raven is weird...

Flamie: kinda...

Anique: tell me one of you guys who isn't weird...

Mercury: you aren't weird. *hugs Anique*

Anique: You have five secounds to let go...one...

Mercury: let me have my five secounds alone then.

Anique: two...five!

Mercury: *drops Anique* awwwww

Sutaru: oooooook...O_o

Speedy: Just keep walking!! *walks*

Raven: Ok, cutie^^

Speedy: *sighs*

Sutaru: *whispers to Onyx and Shadow* What's whit Raven?

Onyx: *whispers back* Let me say like this...He don't only fall in love whit girls...

Shadow: *whispers to Onyx and Sutaru* That's why I didn't wan't Raven to come...

Onyx: Well...I just couldn't leave him...could I?

Raven: Whoa! this cliff is huge! It's a loooooong way down to the ground.



Magneto: be careful, you don't want to fall...do you?

Raven: I wooooooooooo....HEEEEEEEELP!!! *falls down*

Every one: RAVEN!!!

Raven: H....help! *holds on at the edge* I can't get up!

Magneto: I'll help you, just hold on.

Raven: hurry up!

Magneto: *runs to Raven and holds out his hand*

Raven: *grabs Magneto's hand but looses his grip and falls down*

Magneto: *grabs Raven and helps him up whit hi powers* you ok?

Raven: y...yes, thanks to you. *smiles*

Mabneto: It was nothing...

Raven: Yes it was, no one has done that to me. *smiles*

(and then, before some one had time to react, Raven kissed Magneto. (please don't hit me!!!!!!) every
one just standed and looked suprised)

Thunder: What the hell....

Magneto: *blushes and pushes Raven away* WHAT THE HELL WAS THAT FOR!?!?!

Raven: *blushes* Sorry...I just...I just couldn't contol my self....*takes a few steps back*

Onyx and Shadow: I don't know that guy...

Thunder: WTF RAVEN!?! You kissed him!

Raven: I said i didn't mean to...*looks away* well...yeah...I guess whe should keep walking...and no
more kisses... *sighs* I promis... *walks*

Every one else: *walks whit Raven*

(erhm...erhm...eeeerrrrrrrrrrhm....well...yeah...that was that...Please don't kill me Saluki T_T. I realy hope
you like this eaven if that little "gay thing" hapened. I will upload the next chapter asap...I hope you liked
this one. cya in the next one)



21 - I don't like this...

(taaaaaaaaadaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!! new chappy!! this chapter is written by my friends here in england,so it
might not remind you of my chapters. but I realy hope you like it)

Raven: *looks at Shadow*

Shadow: What is your problem?! *looks at Raven*

Raven: YOU! You is the problem!

Shadow: are you talking to your self?!

Raven: No! I'm talking to you!

Onyx: SHUT UP!!

Raven and Shadow: *quiet*

Onyx: thank you...

Sutaru: where ar we going? my feet hurt...

Thunder: we are going to find Mephiles i guess...

Raven: Mephiles you said?

Thuner:...yeah..*looks at Raven*

Raven: oooooook...*cellphone starts making a beeping sound*

Thuner: what was that?

Raven: just my cellphone...*picks it up and looks at the screen* oh...sorry, inportant stuff to do...I have to
go...*runs off*

Sutaru: I think something is going on...and i don't like it...

Onyx: I agree...I'll go look after Raven.

Sutaru: I'll come whit you.

Kainou: be careful you two...



Sutaru and Onyx: we will.

Shadow: *hugs Onyx* be back soon.

Thunder: *hugs Sutaru* I agree whit Shadow...come back as soon as possible.

Sutaru and Onyx: *hugs them* we promis. *stops huging them and runs after Raven*

Kyle: THAT was stupid...

Magneto and speedy: I agree....

Mercury: I'll go whit them...*looks at Anique*

Anique: ok.

Mercury: *looks at Anique and smiles*

Anique: What? *looks at Mercury*

Mercury: aren't I'm going to have a hug too?

Anique: not from me...

Mercury: then i won't go...*sits down*

Anique: *sighs*

Tails: I guess we just have to wait.

Armi: yeah...

Lorane: *lies down* tell me when they are back....

Flamie: Sure.

Tulpi: now what?

Scamp (Amy noticed you spell it like this now): I don't know...*picks up a rock*

Tulpi:*hugs Scamp*

Scamp: why are you hugging me?

Tulpi: I don't know...

Scamps: *sighs*



(back to Sutaru and Onyx)

Sutaru: *hears a voice* some one is here...

Onyx: *hears the voice too* i can hear it...but who is it?

Sutaru: I know who it is...*hides behind a tree and looks at the person* It's Mephiles...and he is talking to
some one...

Onyx: I wonder who..

Sutaru: *looks at the other person* No...way...it can't be...

Onyx: what? I want to see. *looks at the person* WHAT TH...

Sutaru: *puts hr hand over Onyx mouth* sssssh! are you going to let them find out we are here?

Onyx: *pushes Sutaru's hand away* no...but i just can't beleve it...

Sutaru: we have to go i guess...before they sees us...

Mehpiles: To late girls...

Robots: *grabs Sutaru and Onyx*

Onyx: GT OFF!!

Sutaru: NOT AGAIN!! THIS IS LIKE THE FORTH TIME!

Mephiles: *looks at Sutaru and Onyx* are you coming to join me?

Sutaru: No...i won't make that mistake again...

Onyx: You can forget that.

Mephiles: as you wish then. good spying Raven.

Raven: *walks to them* Thank you.

Onyx: *looks at Raven* How could you?! I tought you were our friend!

Raven: But i'm not. the bad side is better...

Sutaru: we trusted you! and now you are on Mephiles side!

Raven: that comed from the right person...



Mephiles: Raven joined me, because you left.

Raven: Some one had to be his new spy. *laughs a little*

Mephiles: my robots, can you please escort the ladys to our little guest room?

Roots: *walks away whit Sutaru and Onyx*

Onyx: Just greate...

Sutaru: This sucks!

Onyx: This is my fault...i shouldn't have yelled...

Sutaru: It's ok...

Onyx: realy?

Sutaru: yeah...

Onyx: thanks....

Robots: *opens a door to a room and trows in Sutaru and Onyx and looks th door*

Onyx: OPEN THE DOOR!!

Sutaru: YOU FREAKS!! LET US OUT!

Robots: *Walks away*

(back to the others)

Sonic: where are they?

Thuner: they should have been back by now...

Shadow: I'm starting to get worried...

Raven: Hiya guys. *walks thowards them*

Shadow: WHERE IS ONYX?!

Thunder: AND Sutaru!

Raven: I don't know...i tought they were whit you...



Shadow and Thunder: DAMNIT!!

Kainou: Maybe Mephiles has them.

Raven: Sure he haven't. I'm sure they are just...taking a long way back.

Sonic: Maybe...

Knuckles: I still don't realy trust you...

Cream: I don't eather...

Armi: So don't i...

Raven: *starts walkning again*...are you coming? there is a long way left to go...

Shadow: But....

Raven: They will come after us...

Shadow: ok...*starts walking*

Raven: *Thinks* just a bunch of fools...this was easier than i tought it would be...

(that was all...see ya in the next chapter!!!)
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